The recent appearance of open operating systems and virtual machines optimized for mobile devices has led to new and innovative applications. However, although these mobile devices pave the way for a new generation of applications that exploit their intrinsic mobility, proximity to the user, and dependence on handheld devices, they create unique challenges for developers. For instance, new mobile devices come with powerful multitasking processors, but their performance and processing capacity differ significantly from those of traditional desktop computers. In this restricted and unknown development environment, developers face new constraints related to not only hardware issues such as processors and memory but also the lack of tools for debugging the different aspects that affect mobile application performance.

Mobile device technologies such as Bluetooth, wireless local area networks (WLANs), General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) or Enhanced Data Rate for Global Evolution (EDGE), Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS)/High-Speed Packet Data Access (HSDPA), and WiMAX also introduce variables during development that developers working on fixed networks are unaccustomed to. Each technology has different behaviors and is suitable for different contexts. In addition, the simultaneous use of different radio-access technologies is a new challenge for mobile developers.

Several existing tools can analyze a mobile application’s resource consumption performance. However, these tools don’t address communication performance from a developer’s standpoint (see the “Related Work in Application Profiling” sidebar) or answer these questions:

• How can I debug the application’s data connection behavior?
• What’s my protocol’s performance?
• Can I improve my application’s connection performance?
• What’s my application’s connection quality?
• What’s my real available bandwidth?

Such questions proliferate in dynamic scenarios in which propagation conditions are less stable and vertical handover occurs between different radio-access technologies.

To provide the answers to these and other questions, and to help developers find the cause of errors related to accessing network resources, we created SymPA (Symbian Protocol Analyzer; www.lcc.uma.es/~pedro/mobile). SymPA is a free software tool with packet-sniffing features, measurement localization maps, and other relevant functionalities (see...
SymPA, Adobe Flash Lite, and Ruby, C++, native C, native C++, Java, Python, Adobe Flash Lite, and Ruby, supports an ample range of programming languages, including Symbian C++, native C, native C++, Java, Python, Adobe Flash Lite, and Ruby, and lets developers test applications programmed in different languages. University of Málaga researchers have successfully tested SymPA on projects ranging from mobile application development to mobile service characterization over cellular networks.3,4

New Profiling Needs in “Always Connected” Applications

Because programmers need to manage new APIs, OSs, and implementation methodologies, mobile device software development has a long timescale.3 Networking is one of the most important issues developers deal with during implementation and testing on real devices. Guaranteeing mobile application networking performance is key for the future of mobile devices. One reason this new generation of mobile phones has been designated as “smart” is their capacity to communicate with many smart networks, ranging from near-field communication to...
global communication using cellular technologies.

Wireless network and mobile phone networking issues require more effort than desktop computer issues because developers lack tools to check connectivity, analyze traffic data, study protocol stack configuration, and debug mobile communication performance errors. For example, implementing servers on mobile devices is tedious because of limitations imposed by network operators. In this situation, developers should be able to determine whether a problem is related to closed ports or server implementation. This issue might seem trivial, but developers must analyze more complex issues related to mobile communications’ changeable nature to discern between application performance issues or network errors.

Developers should also be able to cope with issues such as link outages. However, to implement such functionality, they need tools to analyze traffic and correlate it with location, speed, and wireless network issues. Improving the application’s radio technology battery consumption is also a concern.

The protocol stack configurations on mobile devices differ from those of traditional PCs, so developers can’t use emulators. We don’t recommend using a mobile phone as a modem because applications tested this way use the computer protocol stack to establish data connections. So, developers can’t use traditional protocol analyzers to study networking performance. To analyze connectivity issues, developers must execute the applications on real devices, which requires tools that run on these devices. In addition, adequate protocol behavior debugging tools might reduce development and testing time, but existing on-device debugging tools can detect only coding errors, not communication underperformance. The SymPA profiling tool runs on real devices to help developers deal with these issues (see Figure 2).

SymPA also supports heterogeneous environments. Heterogeneous networks are one of the most interesting possibilities mobile devices offer, promising the development of “always connected” applications. However, heterogeneous environments are critical scenarios in which connectivity could become a challenge for mobile developers. SymPA enables performance evaluation of vertical handover on mobile devices, which should allow seamless roaming between different networks. Developers could use SymPA to analyze these techniques’ impact on IP communications from

Figure 1. Mobile application profiling. A complete characterization of mobile applications requires monitoring and correlating different types of information, such as IP traffic, received signal strength, location, and battery consumption.

Figure 2. SymPA (Symbian Protocol Analyzer) running on a Nokia 6110 Navigator. The mobile device provides advanced monitoring functionalities directly: (a) IP traffic capture, (b) quality-of-service (QoS) profile parameters, and (c) cell information.
the application’s viewpoint. For example, we’ve used SymPA to characterize handover between GPRS and UMTS networks. Figure 3 shows the burst of lost packets during a handover on a streaming session in a vehicle test. It also shows each technology’s signal strength, jitter, bandwidth, and battery consumption.

**Enabling Mobile Application Analysis**

SymPA analysis centers on networking issues. In general, radio propagation conditions become unstable in wireless scenarios, where factors such as signal quality and received signal strength—usually affected by Doppler and multipath fading effects—trigger cell reselections and handovers between different access technologies. Analyzing this information is essential to identifying the source of connectivity issues such as call drops, packet losses, or bandwidth reduction. SymPA helps monitor all these parameters.

Figure 4 shows SymPA’s architecture, including the libraries, APIs, and different modules we implemented to provide its analysis functionalities—analyzing data connections, checking connectivity, localizing measurements, tracking energy consumption, and correlating data.

**Analyzing Data Connections**

SymPA’s data connection analysis functionality includes traffic capture, received-signal-strength tracking, and radio-access-technology identification. SymPA also reports the quality-of-service (QoS) profile granted by cellular networks during the establishment of data connections.

Data traffic capture is fundamental for not only traffic analysis but also debugging communication protocol implementations. SymPA users can apply a wide range of measurements to the established connections to obtain parameters such as bandwidth, delay, and jitter. Other useful utilities include incoming establishment-availability checking, which can determine whether a mobile operator has closed ports.

The mobile terminal’s memory stores the raw data traffic, which can be exported to libpcap. Because libpcap is a widely used standard format, it’s compatible with analysis tools such as Wireshark, a well-known protocol analyzer.
Checking Connectivity

SymPA lets developers verify mobile-to-Internet connectivity by establishing a data connection and then obtaining the IP address associated with the connection. Obtaining the IP address is useful because it changes each time a connection is established and can be used for further data processing or to accept connections in servers running in mobile devices.

Checking connectivity is particularly useful in mobile-to-mobile use cases because developers can’t deploy traditional tools on the server side, as in a typical Internet scenario. SymPA incorporates a TCP client and a server, which allows file transfer between mobile devices. This active traffic generation utility, in conjunction with the traffic capture feature, enables mobile-to-mobile connection performance evaluation.

A standard ping functionality lets users obtain an estimate of the connections’ round-trip delay. Developers need a proper characterization of communication delays to design timers.
and buffers adapted to the actual conditions that mobile applications will experience.

**Localizing Measurements**

SymPA includes two features that accurately locate the measurements collected and determine the associated speed for each piece of information. First, the GPS-tracking function activates monitoring of the mobile terminal’s speed and position. GPS-related information, such as time stamps and coordinates, is stored in a file. Developers can use time stamps during postprocessing to match different information sources such as captured traffic and radio condition information.

Second, the Google Static Maps API gives developers a map of the area directly on a mobile device (see Figure 5). With this information, identifying roads, buildings, and other objects that could affect communication is easy. In addition, through postprocessing of the SymPA-generated data files (see Figure 6), developers can create more meaningful and detailed maps, including coverage and handovers on a user’s path.

Figure 7 shows how the GPS-tracking functionality’s location information allows a deeper understanding of user mobility communication issues. To generate this representation, we used Google Earth, which integrates easily with SymPA. We tracked the received signal power of a user who was accessing an audio-streaming service while riding a bike from the VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland in Oulu to the city center. The blue vertical lines with numbered marks on top correspond to changes from one cell to another.

During the experiment, degradation in the sound quality and a temporary interruption occurred at some point near the river. After analyzing the captured information, we determined that the problems weren’t related to the server side or network congestion, but rather to a significant loss of received signal strength at the boundary between two cells. In the figure, it’s evident that the degradation occurs around the change to cell 450787 and that the signal strength returns to acceptable levels on the other side of the river.
Tracking Energy Consumption

Because mobile devices are battery driven, they require energy-saving strategies. As a common practice, engineers need to pinpoint sources of higher energy consumption and concentrate later optimization on those critical functionalities. For that purpose, we added battery-monitoring features to SymPA.

In particular, SymPA lets developers fuse battery-consumption information with all the other available information so that they can associate results with the actual conditions during the measurement. Traditional profiling tools obtain the energy-related information regardless of the spatial information, which might negatively affect results.

For example, in a static environment, comparing only the power required in a WLAN connection to that required in a UMTS connection could lead to confusion. This is because the uplink power in UMTS might vary from insignificant values up to 2 watts, depending on the device’s capabilities, the distance to the base station, and the propagation conditions.

Figure 3 shows how handover from GPRS to UMTS affects energy consumption during a streaming session. As expected, energy consumption is higher in UMTS, and the consumption increase is more significant when the received signal strength decreases.

SymPA lets developers evaluate their applications’ battery consumption using different radio-access technologies in each location and context.

Correlating Data

Correlating data from different levels lets developers find the source of errors at the application level and associate them with locations. For example, while profiling a video-streaming client over a public cellular network in a vehicular scenario, we detected a streaming session that finished abruptly. So, we used SymPA information to determine the problem’s source.

Streaming quality depends on four main factors: bandwidth, packet loss, delay, and jitter. To calculate these factors, we analyzed Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) traffic captured during a streaming session with Wireshark, then correlated this information with signal strength and cell data (see Figure 8). Signal strength degraded significantly below –110 dBm, a typical sensitivity threshold for mobile devices.

The signal dropped for 20 seconds. This link outage caused the video-streaming client’s buffer to underflow, and the application stopped executing.

Figure 8. Data communication performance analysis on a mobile device. SymPA detects a link outage where the received signal falls for 20 seconds, interrupting the data connection. After 40 seconds, the communication continues in a new cell but loses 269 packets. In this way, SymPA helps identify the source of data connection errors.
Adding location information to this correlation process, we determined that this error occurred when the vehicle was in a tunnel.

In the past few years, we’ve been involved in multiple projects and have obtained a firsthand view of the issues and challenges that mobile application developers must face with networking analysis, debugging, and profiling mechanisms. Today, there are smarter devices for which we need smarter tools and solutions. Our ongoing work aims to simplify development of mobile applications by providing communication awareness so that applications can exploit all the intelligence available in these new smarter phones.

We’re working to provide an application-level framework for isolating networking issues, which developers can incorporate in their applications. We’re also integrating SymPA and QoSMeT,8 a passive measurement tool for measuring one-way end-to-end network QoS developed by the VTT Technical Research Centre. Integrating these tools will enable one-way mobile device measurements in real time.
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